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1 Introduction 
This study examines how the constructional choices Japanese and Korean 
speakers make in describing causal events iconically reflect the directness of 
causation in the event. We use experimental production data to explore mul-
tiple possible factors that could contribute to the perceived directness of cau-
sation for a given event. In both the Japanese and Korean data, we find 
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multiple factors of directness of causation reflected iconically through the use 
of constructions with varying degrees of morphosyntactic compactness, in 
harmony with the Iconicity Principle (Haiman 1983, 1985). The Japanese and 
the Korean data exhibit many properties in common, despite their different 
inventories of constructions.  

The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the 
literature. Section 3 describes the methodology and framework used, and Sec-
tion 4 formulates a set of hypotheses about variables of directness of causa-
tion that may affect the choice of constructions reflecting iconicity in usage. 
Section 5 presents the data, and Section 6 analyzes it and discusses the find-
ings. Section 7 is the conclusion.  

2 Previous Studies 
According to the Iconicity Principle (Haiman 1983, 1985), the conceptual 
distance between causing and resulting subevents in a causal chain is re-
flected in the formal distance between them: direct causation is likely to be 
expressed with morphosyntactically more compact constructions. Counterex-
amples to this principle in individual languages have been reported in the 
literature (e.g. Shibatani 1973): in these cases, the causal chains described by 
morphosyntactically more tightly integrated constructions are less direct than 
those described by more loosely integrated constructions. Song (1988, 1996a, 
1996b) claims that the iconicity principle does not apply to the Korean peri-
phrastic causative constructions because these constructions do not realize 
the tightest morphosyntactic linkage type to express causation, which is the 
closest semantic relation among the semantic relations in the Interclausal Re-
lations Hierarchy of Role and Reference Grammar (Foley & Van Valin 1984, 
Van Valin & LaPolla 1997, Van Valin 2005). In a recent large-scale typolog-
ical study, Escamilla (2012) failed to find a significant correlation between 
morphosyntactic complexity and the predictor variables adopted from Dixon 
(2000). However, these apparent counterexamples have been primarily based 
on the existence of certain types of constructions within or across languages, 
rather than on the constructional choices that speakers make when describing 
causation scenarios of varying conceptual integration. Song’s claim in par-
ticular is based on a highly restricted set of data, and neglects the fact that 
causation (or any other semantic relation) does not form a uniform category, 
and can be expressed through different constructions of varying syntactic 
complexities. On the other hand, Levshina (2016), who examined causative 
constructions in various languages, found that the formal length of a con-
struction is the morphosyntactic parameter most strongly correlated with di-
rectness of causation. Nevertheless, it still remains to be investigated what 
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factors relating to directness of causation can influence the choice of con-
structions of different degrees of morphosyntactic integration in language use. 

In a precursor to the present study, Kawachi, Bellingham & Bohnemeyer 
(2018) compared descriptions of video clips by speakers of English, Japanese, 
Sidaama (Cushitic, Afro-Asiatic; Ethiopia), and Yucate Maya (Yucatecan, 
Mayan; Mexico and Belize). Correlations were found between the morpho-
syntactic compactness of constructions that participants used to describe 
causal chains and two distinct semantic factors relating to the directness of 
causation: (1) the causal chain mediation type (whether an intermediate hu-
man participant (a causee, CE) was involved in the causal chain between the 
causer (CR) and the affectee (AF), and if not, whether the AF was human or 
inanimate); and (2) whether the CR acted intentionally or not. Importantly, 
this study and the present study do not limit their investigation to causative 
constructions, but include any construction used to describe the causation 
scenario depicted in the video clips, even if the description does not entail a 
causal relation.  

There are three main questions that the present paper addresses. First, we 
examine whether the factors of directness of causation found to be iconically 
reflected in usage of constructions in Kawachi et al. (2018) are valid in the 
Korean data as well. The present study also tests another possible factor of 
directness of causation that Kawachi et al. did not consider, namely the type 
of physical causation (controlled vs. ballistic). Finally, we explore whether 
Japanese and Korean, which are known to be grammatically quite similar, 
also exhibit similar patterns in usage.  

3 Methodology and Framework 
Kawachi collected Japanese data from 15 native speakers (8 female, 7 male; 
18–49 years old with an average age of 28.1), and Park collected Korean data 
from 12 native speakers (8 female, 4 male; 21–35 years old with an average 
age of 24.3).  

We had the participants describe 43 video clips depicting causal events 
in their own language, in answer to the question ‘What happened?’ and in-
cluding a mention of what happened in the end. (See Bellingham 2016 for the 
protocol for the ‘Causality in Discourse’ subproject of Jürgen Bohnemeyer’s 
‘Causality across Languages’ project.)  

We used the Layered Structure of the Clause model of Role and Refer-
ence Grammar (Foley & Van Valin 1984, Van Valin & LaPolla 1997, Van 
Valin 2005) as a framework for measuring the tightness of the morphosyn-
tactic integration of constructions. RRG describes morphosyntactic integra-
tion or linkage in terms of a combination of two notions, juncture (the hier-
archical level of units involved) and nexus (the symmetry or dependency type 
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of relation between the units in a juncture). There are four levels of junctures: 
nucleus (an argument-bearing lexical item), core (the maximal syntactic pro-
jection of a nucleus, dominating all its syntactic arguments), clause (a core 
and a periphery/peripheries), and sentence (one or more independent clauses, 
plus optionally an adverbial in the right- or left-detached position).  

For nuclear, core, and clausal junctures, there are three nexus types, 
cosubordination (showing operator dependence at the level of juncture), sub-
ordination (showing structural dependence), and coordination (showing no 
dependence), in the order of tightness of linkage on each level of juncture. 
For sentential junctures, there are two nexus types, subordination and coor-
dination. In addition to these 11 juncture-nexus types, we included simplex 
nucleus (a construction with a single transitive causative verb as its main 
verb) as the most tightly integrated juncture-nexus type (or the juncture level 
of full integration).1 (For our statistical analysis in Section 5, we focus on the 
juncture types of constructions that occurred in the data.) 

When one construction that underspecified the causing or the resulting 
subevent was embedded in another that specified them, we took the matrix 
construction into consideration. We excluded from the data descriptions that 
did not imply the existence of the causing subevent and those that failed to 
mention the resulting subevent.  

It is well documented that Japanese and Korean share many grammatical 
properties. For example, they both have morphological causative and converb 
constructions. However, they have some differences. Unlike Japanese, Ko-
rean has periphrastic causatives, and as compared to Korean, Japanese has a 
relatively large number of (though not entirely productive) tightly integrated 
V-V compounds. The two languages differ not only in their inventories of 
constructions, but also in the use of the constructions. (1) lists the set of all 
the construction types that occurred in the data. (Abbreviations – CL: clause, 
CVB: converb, NMLZ: nominalizer, REL: relative clause marker)  

 
(1) a. Simplex nucleus: [JPN & KOR] lexical causative; [JPN] V-V com-

pound 
b. Nuclear cosubordination: [JPN & KOR] secondary predicate (JPN NP 

ni/KOR NP ulo) expressing the resulting subevent; [JPN] morphologi-
cal causative; V-te morau (V-CVB receive) ‘have someone do for one-
self’ 

c. Core cosubordination: [JPN & KOR] ‘because of’ eventive NP (JPN 
de/KOR ttaymune); ‘in accordance with’ NP (JPN no toori (ni)/KOR 
ey ttala); [JPN] NP no sei de (lit. NP GEN attribution because.of); 

                                                        
1RRG does not place simplex nucleus in the Interclausal Syntactic Relations Hierarchy, which 
ranks the 11 juncture-nexus types. 
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[KOR] V-kose; V-ase/ese with same SUBJ; V-a/e; V-taka with same 
SUBJ; V-e kaciko with same SUBJ 

d. Core subordination (daughter): [JPN & KOR] eventive NP DAT (JPN 
ni/KOR ey) 

e. Core coordination: [JPN] V-te with same SUBJ; V-i/e with same 
SUBJ; [KOR] V-ko with same SUBJ 

f. Clausal cosubordination: [JPN] V-te with different SUBJs; V-i/e with 
different SUBJs; [KOR] V(untensed)-ko with different SUBJs; 
V-ase/ese with different SUBJs; V-nikka with different SUBJs; V-e ka-
ciko with different SUBJs; V-taka with different SUBJs; V-ca with dif-
ferent SUBJs; V-myense with different SUBJs 

g. Clausal subordination: [JPN] causal clause (CL node/tame/sei de); CL-
ra (lit. ‘if’); CL-to (lit. ‘if’); CL tokoro (lit. ‘place’); CL koto de (lit. 
thing LOC); CL koto ni yot-te (lit. thing DAT depend-CVB) (‘because 
of’); [KOR] V-(n)un (REL) pala-mey/sanghwang (‘circumstance’) 
with different SUBJs; V-(n)un (REL) nameci (‘result’) with different 
SUBJs; CL-NMLZ-ulo inhayse (‘as a consequence of’); V-(n)un 
(REL) maley ttala (‘following the words that…’) 

h. Clausal coordination: [KOR] V(tensed)-ko with different SUBJs; V-e/a 
nuntey with different SUBJs; V-teni with different SUBJs 

 
Note that descriptions which relied on a single morphological causative to 
combine the causing and resulting events in the description occurred in the 
Japanese data (e.g. (2)), but not in the Korean data. (In Korean, the causative 
suffix is not very productive and can only be applied to certain verbs, which 
was likely to limit the occurrence of morphological causatives (Chung & Shi-
batani 2018: 140–141).) 
 
(2) Otoko no hito ga onna no hito 

man  GEN person NOM woman GEN person 
o  isu ni suwar-ase-masi-ta. 
ACC chair LOC sit-CAUS-POLITE-PST 
‘The man made the woman sit on the chair.’  

(Participant ID 9, Clip #32: HC2_sit) 

4 Hypotheses 
Following Bohnemeyer et al. (2010), we regard directness of causation as a 
multidimensional concept, with multiple variables that may affect the choice 
of different kinds of constructions in describing causal events. The directness 
of causation variables that we tested in this study are: (i) the mediation 
(whether a CE is present between the CR and the AF) and the AF type (human 
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vs. object), (ii) the CR type (human vs. natural force), (iii) the use of an in-
strument, (iv) the CR’s intention to act on the CE or AF, and (v) the type of 
physical causation (the continuity of the CR’s physical control over the AF(O) 
until the end of the resulting subevent). 

The 43 video clips (available on the project website) contrast with respect 
to various possible factors of directness of causation including these six var-
iables. They can be classified into one of the following six categories in (3), 
based on the mediation type, the AF type, and the CR type. (‘=>’ means ‘act-
ing on’ or ‘impacting’.) The numbers of videos for (3a)–(3f) are respectively 
14, 12, 12, 1, 3, and 1. Examples are given in (3). 

 
(3) a. {CR(H) => AF(O)}: A woman shatters a plate with a broom handle. 
 b. {CR(H) => AF(H)}: A woman pushes another woman to the floor. 
 c. {CR(H) => CE(H) => AF(O)}: A woman pushes a man into a stack of 

cups, and he knocks them to the floor. 
 d. {CR(NF) => AF(O)}: An umbrella blows away in the wind. 
 e. {CR(NF) => AF(H)}: A loud thunder clap startles a woman. 
 f. {CR(NF) => CE(H) => AF(O)}: It is raining, and so a man opens an 

umbrella. 
 

We tested the five hypotheses formulated in (4), where ‘A > B’ means 
that events of the causal chain type with property A are more direct in causa-
tion than those with property B, and thus if the variable in question (A vs. B) 
is iconically reflected in the morphosyntactic property of a construction used 
to describe an event, events of the causal chain type with property A are more 
likely to be expressed with a morphosyntactically more tightly integrated 
construction than those with property B.  

 
(4) (i) Mediation type & AF type: CR+AF(O) > CR+AF(H) > CR+CE+AF 
 (ii) CR type: Human causers > Natural force causers 
 (iii) Instrument: No instrument > Instrument 
 (iv) CR intentionality: Intentional > Accidental 
 (v) Physical causation type: Controlled > Ballistic 

 
For each hypothesis (except for (i)), we restricted our comparison to clips of 
the same mediation type. (iv) was restricted to human CRs, and (iii) and (v) 
to intentional human CRs. 
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5 Data 
Each figure summarizes the data in terms of one or more of the hypotheses 
from Section 4.2 Figure 1 shows the results for hypotheses (i) and (ii). Figures 
2–4 present the results for hypotheses (iii), (iv), and (v), respectively.  

Figure 1: Juncture of responses per language, by CR type and mediation/AF type 

Figure 2: Juncture of responses per language, by mediation and instrument use 

Figure 3: Juncture of responses per language,  
by CR intentionality and mediation/AF type 

                                                        
2The use of a relative clause expressing the causing or resulting sub-event is classified as ‘Other’. 
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Figure 4: Juncture of responses per language, by physical causation type 
 

Hypothesis Japanese Korean 
(i) Mediation type &  
     AF type 

Human CRs rS=0.38 p<0.001 rS=0.45 p<0.001 
Natural Force CRs rS=0.60 p<0.001 rS=0.34 p=0.047 

(ii) CR type CR+AF(O) ns ns 
CR+AF(H) rS=-0.14 p=0.038 ns 

(iii) Instrument CR+CE+AF(O) ns ns 
CR+AF(O) ns ns 

(iv) CR intentionality 
CR+AF(O) rS=0.32 p<0.001 rS=0.39 p<0.001 
CR+AF(H) rS=0.21 p=0.004 ns 
CR+CE+AF(O) ns rS=-0.29 p=0.001 

(v) Phys. caus. type CR+AF(O) rS=0.52 p<0.001 rS=0.78 p<0.001 
Table 1: Spearman’s correlation test results for hypotheses in (4) 

6 Analysis and Discussion 
We used a Spearman’s rank correlation test to test for correlations between 
the directness of causation variables and the juncture types of the construc-
tions used. The results of these correlation tests are reported in Table 1 (note 
that no mathematical correction has been applied for multiple testing.) Sig-
nificant positive correlations were found for both Japanese and Korean for (i) 
mediation/AF type (both with human and natural force causers), (iv) CR in-
tentionality (with object AFs only), and (v) physical causation type. Thus, 
although Japanese and Korean have different inventories of constructions, 
and their speakers used different types of constructions in the experiment, 
they both observe the Iconicity Principle in usage in these respects. A signif-
icant positive correlation was also found for Japanese but not Korean for (iv) 
CR intentionality (unmediated chains with a human AF). Significant (alt-
hough weak) negative correlations were found for Japanese for CR type (hu-
man AF only), and for Korean (iv) CR intentionality (mediated chains only). 
All other tests did not produce significant results.  

The results for (i)–(iii) are quite similar to those in Kawachi et al. (2018). 
The results for (v) physical causation type, which Kawachi et al. did not deal 
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with, are worthy of attention. We found a significant positive correlation be-
tween the physical causation type and morphosyntactic compactness, such 
that more direct (controlled) physical causation is described more compactly 
than less direct (ballistic) physical causation. This pattern has been discussed 
in the literature for motion typology under the notion of the agent’s control 
over the figure object in agentive motion, a factor that can determine which 
type of constituent or morpheme (a main verb root or a closed-class form) to 
choose to encode the path of motion across languages (Matsumoto & Kawa-
chi, under review). The results of the present study suggest that it can also 
affect the degree of the morphosyntactic integration of the construction used.  

There are other findings of the present study. First (in relation to (i)), 
constructions with the macro-event property (namely, core cosubordination 
and more tightly integrated construction types) (Bohnemeyer & Van Valin 
2007), which express a single event whose components are under the scope 
of temporal operators, were infrequently (less than 30% of the time) used in 
both languages for events with a human AF in (3b) and (3e) and events with 
an intermediate CE in (3c) and (3f), where the CR acts on a human AF or CE. 
For the resulting subevents of such causal chains, speakers of both languages 
seem to prefer non-agentive encoding (i.e. the encoding of the subevents as 
ones that the AF or CE experiences or that happen to him/her rather than ones 
that the CR causes), which has been reported to be characteristic of these 
languages (Ikegami 1991, Wolff et al. 2009, Fausey et al. 2010). The causing 
subevents of these causal chains are also often specified, presumably because 
it is more worth mentioning what the CR does on a human AF or CE than 
what the CR does on an object AF. As a result, loosely integrated construc-
tions predominate in descriptions of such events.  

Second, speakers of both languages tended to use non-causality entailing 
constructions (especially, converb constructions) to describe events involv-
ing causality, and causal constructions were very infrequent or not used at all, 
except that simplex nucleus constructions were relatively common for (3a). 
There are a few conceivable reasons for the infrequent occurrence of causal 
constructions. The causal clause constructions, which explicitly express the 
causality between causing and resulting sub-events, are generally infrequent 
in both languages (nevertheless, they are commonly used for (3f) in Japanese 
as compared to the other causal chain mediation types) probably because of 
the instruction given to the participants – we asked them to describe the vid-
eos in answer to the question ‘What happened?’.  

The use of a morphological causative alone (without embedding it in a 
larger construction) was infrequent in the Japanese data (8 tokens) (e.g. (3)) 
and did not occur in the Korean data, though it was sometimes used as the 
main verb of a larger, core or clausal juncture construction in both languages. 
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The infrequent use of morphological causatives is presumably due to re-
strictions on their use. The morphological causatives of verbs for a CE or 
AF’s self-controllable actions in both languages are generally limited to 
events with an intentional human CR who acts on a human AF in (3b) or a 
human CE in (3c), which speakers prefer to describe with specific infor-
mation about the causing subevent, as mentioned above.  

Only one Korean description contained a periphrastic causative that was 
not embedded in a larger construction (used to describe a verbal causation 
event involving an intermediate CE, without specifying its causing subevent). 
There were four cases where the periphrastic causative was embedded in a 
larger construction – in two cases, it was used for the resulting subevent of a 
verbal causation event, and in the other two, it was used for the causing 
subevent of an event, where the CR startles an intermediate CE. Thus, peri-
phrastic causatives often convey part of an indirect causal event, leaving the 
expression of its underspecified causing subevent or unmentioned resulting 
subevent to the rest of the larger construction. (Nevertheless, there was one 
instance of its use for the resulting subevent of a physical causation event 
with an object AF and without an intermediate CE.)  

Third, the two languages differ in their expressions of events with a nat-
ural force CR in (3d) and (3e). Their difference in the correlation for (ii) the 
CR type in events with a human AF (negative in Japanese and not significant 
in Korean) seems to be due to a much more frequent use of a core juncture 
with an eventive noun phrase for a natural force CR in Japanese than in Ko-
rean. The use of core juncture constructions to describe clips with a natural 
force CR and an object AF was also much more frequent in Japanese than in 
Korean. Thus, in Japanese, core juncture is the most common juncture type 
used for events with a natural force CR, regardless of whether the AF is an 
object or human. 

For (3d), simplex nucleus (lexical causatives and V-V compounds) oc-
curred in the Japanese data, but not in the Korean data at all. This is because 
a noun phrase referring to a natural force CR, which cannot be the subject of 
the transitive verb construction, appeared as the agent of the passive construc-
tion in the Japanese data.  

There are other issues that we could not deal with in the present paper 
due to space limitations. One is the frequent use of -te simau (lit. ‘put away’) 
in Japanese and -a/e pelita (lit. ‘throw away’) in Korean (Strauss 1994), 
which often reduce the CR’s agentivity or indicate that the expressed event 
is an adversative event. They do not affect the juncture-nexus type of the 
whole construction, and seem to make it possible to use morphosyntactically 
more tightly integrated constructions, which would describe events where the 
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CR’s action is volitional. Thus, the use of such markers could yield a ten-
dency toward a tighter juncture-nexus type. 

7 Conclusion 
The results of our video description experiment show that in both languages, 
the morphosyntactic complexity of descriptions of causal chains correlates 
with factors of directness of causation, particularly, (i) mediation and AF type, 
(iv) CR intentionality, and (v) physical causation type, in accordance with the 
Iconicity Principle. It remains to be investigated how these and other factors 
interact with each other. 
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